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Tips

A Word on the Trip Diaries and Their  
Odd Titles

Loie has always taken notes on our trips; I used to struggle with a 
lot of gear and took pictures. At some point she got a small camera 
and took over the photography. Before digital photography and 
personal computers, Loie and I used to make picture albums for 
our trips. Now we’ve gone digital!

As you may have read in the Introduction document and the 
diary for Driving Yo, we’ve been taking trips we call Driving the 
Stone Age. That’s a long story, but we’ve both been interested in 
old stuff for a long time, so we took one trip in 1999, to the Scottish 
Highlands and out islands, looking for what we thought would be a 
good introduction to the beginnings of Western Civilization in the 
Neolithic monuments so prevalent there. We decided we weren’t 
seeing the beginning, but that it was fun nonetheless. (See The Rocks 
in our Heads, Driving the Stone Age I: Highlands and Islands.) And 
we got the Europe bug, so went to Italy and France, sometimes on 
trips that were mainly Driving the Stone Age, sometimes not.

So as the trip diaries and albums accumulated, and when we 
created a Life List of prehistoric sites, I started to name the trips. 
We had DtSAs, and Interludes: trips with few or no prehistoric sites. 

Then, I started to write an essay based on our thoughts garnered 
driving the Stone Age, and a whole lot of reading. Loie didn’t like 
the working title, so I changed it to The Rocks in Our Heads. When 
the Trip Diaries went digital, I decided to munge the two projects 
by including a serial version of the essay at the ends of the diaries.

So now we have The Rocks in Our Heads: DtSAs and The Rocks 
in Our Heads: Interludes, both of which may end with an essay 
installment.

Documentation Notes

In the beginning, Loie wrote out her Trip Diaries in longhand 
in notebooks. For our trip “Driving the Stone Age X, The Oldest 
Stones” she bought a netbook computer and began to write her 
diaries with it. That made formatting the diaries a lot easier!

But there were a few trips since that one where lugging the net-
book was less than congenial, and she went back to hand-written 
notes. 

Her handwriting is beautiful, and I wanted to preserve some 
aspects of it. In the Trip Diaries it has a few short-hand style 
shortcuts. So, when you see + meaning “and,” or @ meaning “at,” 
or “w/” meaning “with” you will know that I have transcribed a 
hand-written diary.

Navigation Tips

These interactive PDFs include… 
a Bookmarks List for Days and their individual events,  use 
the Bookmarks; we hope your device will make that easy; 
a clickable/tappable Table of Contents, and; 
various hyperlinks.

You may also just page through by… 
scrolling, clicking Page Down buttons, or; 
right side tapping/right left swiping; 
depending on your viewing device.

➧  Zoom the pictures to examine details.
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Google Map
Prepared before the trip as part of our planning.

Day 8: Thursday, May 5, 2011—Çatal Hüyük, Konya museum, Mevlani 
shrine
The biggest site. Artifacts from it. We take a tour we didn’t 

anticipate.

Day 9: Friday, May 6, 2011—Cappadocia; transfer to Istanbul
Himmet takes over, and are we glad he did. Transportation 

mixups.

Day 10: Saturday, May 7, 2011—First full day in Istanbul: Blue Mosque, 
Hagia Sofia, Galata Bridge
Massive touring: two of the world’s most beautiful buildings. 

Some mediocre sandwhichs.

Day 11: Sunday, May 8, 2011—Topkapi Palace, Imperial Museums of 
Orient and Arkeoloji
Good and bad sites, not respectively.

Day 12: Monday May 9, 2011—Grand Bazaar, Beyazit Square & mosque, 
Süleymaniye mosque, Spice Market
Loie bargains, gives away money and feeds pigeons. Another 

library.

Day 13: Tuesday, May 10, 2011—Return
Fairy capital of the world.

Afterword
 Notes on our carpets

An amusing and instructive story.

The Rocks in Our Heads
 The Oldest Stones

Please see the Trip Diary Driving the Stone Age X “The Oldest 
Stones” (Week One—Anatolia) for the beginning of this trip!

Table of Contents: Week Two—Anatolia, Istanbul; Afterwords

https://www.google.com/maps/d/edit%3Fmid%3DzyLR4ei5MMYQ.k7F-M9irQaRk
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Day 8: Thursday, May 5, 2011—Çatal Hüyük, Konya museum, Mevlani shrine

Day 8: Thursday, May 5, 2011—Çatal Hüyük, Konya museum, Mevlani shrine

Nice smaller hotel Rumi in Konya, and another massive 
breakfast buffet. Our third example now and all very similar. 
We wonder if some official agency recommends, or busi-
ness provides, the buffet ingredients? Bucky has discovered 
pekmez* on yogurt, something Himmet recommended. 
Bucky says he asked the maitre d’ if one certain bowl was the 
pekmez, and was told “Yes, yes. Pekmez, Turkish Viagra.”

Bucky met Michael Lerner at breakfast. Michael overheard 
us talking about Çatal Höyük. He and his wife Sharyl wanted to 
go there but hadn’t figured out how, wondered if they could 
tag along with us. We said of course, if it was all right with 
Himmet. Perhaps there are rules about who can be taken 
in the car. Himmet said sure! And so we were off. Flocks of 
storks or cranes in the fields on the way.

After the sites we’ve seen so far, Çatal Hüyük was like a five 
star hotel compared to a backpacker’s hovel. Gigantic roofs 
of fiberglass on huge wooden beams covered two excavation 
sites, Bucky estimated each an acre in extent. The mound 
itself is also huge. With no archaeologists around yet, we 
don’t know how much of the little hill is natural and how 
much is mound.**

It was very hot under the roofs and Michael went on ahead, 
exploring. Sharyl said he is not so interested in examining the 
old sites at length. Fascinating details to see, with pretty good 
signs explaining things. In one wall, an actual bull’s skull still 

* Grape molasses. Made from simmering down the leftovers from pressing wine 
into a thick, delicious sludge.

** At some point, we realized that “tepe” (hill) was a natural feature, and höyük/
hüyük (mound) was an artificial heap of accumulated rubble.

left in place! There is a path of a minute’s walk between the 
two sites. Mound covered with beautiful green meadow full 
of blooming wildflowers. But we had no wildflower identifi-
cation book! Nor, come to think of it, a bird book either. Our 
interests have changed a bit since our honeymoon trip!

A very nice little museum in which the guard showed a 
video on a TV, about the site. And of course, once Himmet 
joined us, we were served çay. Bucky noticed that one of 
the posters on the wall told about an educational program 
wherein local girls wove small kilims incorporating symbol 
motifs from the excavations. 

He begged and pleaded with the guard and his friend to 
tell us where we could buy one of the weavings, but was sum-
marily informed “Program closed.” They did take pity and 
pull a beautiful small rug out from the TV cabinet and show 
him how the central pattern of the kilim (kind of) matched 
a photo of a CT wall fragment. One of those little rugs would 
have been the ultimate, pluperfect Local Craft. Alas, it was 
not to be.

Photo of guards Ibrahim and Mustafa at end of CH visit. 
While we were saying thanks and goodbyes, a procession 
came along the little lane—people on a camel and a film crew 
filming them. No one had any idea what it was. In the park-
ing lot, Himmet pointed out the green on white license plate 
of an SUV type car, claiming it was some kind of, I think, 
diplomatic (administrative, government?) plate. 

www.catalhoyuk.com/%E2%80%8E
















































































































































































































In the little museum. We assume these artifacts are 
reproductions.















































































































There was a reconstructed house.











Courtesy of Sharyle Patton
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Day 8: Thursday, May 5, 2011—Çatal Hüyük, Konya museum, Mevlani shrine

Konya museum

On the drive back, we were discussing whether to go to the 
Konya museum that afternoon or wait until tomorrow. Once 
back in town, Himmet drove to an unfamiliar place and 
parked. We asked, where are we?

“Museum,” said Himmet. It was the next stop on our 
planned itinerary, he remembered and there we were! So we 
all trooped in and saw some nice artifacts from CH, with the 
star being the baby skeleton with a bracelet, and the painted 
skull. These artifacts are not mentioned in the Cadogan? 
Have to write the French Guys about that. So that was a 
wonderful discovery.
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Day 8: Thursday, May 5, 2011—Çatal Hüyük, Konya museum, Mevlani shrine

Mevlani shrine

Once back at the hotel, we still had some time before 
dinner so we took a walk just across the street—past the 
Magic Mystery Art & Carpet Gallery—to the Mevlani shrine. 
Originally a mosque dedicated to the founder of the Dervishes, 
but now a secular museum. Interesting inscribed stones in the 
grounds. We were using the Cadogan as usual. We had just 
begun and were in the entrance hall when we were hijacked 
by a self-appointed guide. If he had demonstrated the pose of 
the Dervishes—“Remember, this hand to heaven, this hand to 
earth” while twirling delicately on tiptoes—one more time I 
would have poked him.

He did give a very detailed tour of all the artifacts. Bucky 
says much better than we could have gotten from reading the 
book ourselves. After his tour he asked for 15 TL—Bucky gave 
him 10 and said “No price set.” He tried to argue but Bucky 
stood firm. After he left we went back through and admired 
some of the artifacts at leisure.

Sharyl and Michael treated us all, including Himmet, to 
supper at a restaurant they had tried and liked. Himmet 
greeted the manager as a friend. When supper was mostly 
over, Himmet took a phone call from his son, and came back 
to make Bucky go outside with him. At first we assumed that 
as Bucky & Himmet had become smoking buddies, they were 
going to have a cigarette. Hah—there was more afoot.

Himmet proposed that instead of spending May 6 in Konya 
and flying out from Konya to Istanbul that we should change 
our flights (turned out to be a $150 charge) to leaving from 
Nevşehir and spend the day touring Cappadocia. We agreed!

M & S had been talking about going to Cappadocia, and 
we offered to take them on our tour, or at least drop them off. 

They demurred, and we said our goodbyes in the hotel lobby.
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Day 9: Friday, May 6, 2011—Cappadocia; transfer to Istanbul

Day 9: Friday, May 6, 2011—Cappadocia; transfer to Istanbul

8:30 on the road to Cappadocia! Good decision to tour—it 
was a pewy day for walking in Konya. Stop in Aksaray at 
same pistachio gas station/rest stop. Himmet gassed up the 
Mercedes van; my mental figuring pegged the cost at about 
$100.
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Day 9: Friday, May 6, 2011—Cappadocia; transfer to Istanbul

Kaymaklı Underground City

10:30 Nevşehir—straight through Gore on 765. Eroding 
hills, bare; too much haze and drizzle to see Melendiz 
Mountains off to the right.

12:00 Kaymaklı. Underground city; page 450 Cadogan (sus-
pect more up to date info is available.) An endless maze 
of tunnels and cave-rooms and rock cut stairs, not all of it 
open to the public. Some rooms were labeled as “Storage” 
or “Cooking.” According to the Cadogan, there are a dozen 
or so of these cave complexes within a hundred miles, some 
connected by tunnels kilometres long, and all together they 
comprise the largest man-made earthworks on the planet. 
What the heck? It’s not known who built these cities but earli-
est historical record mentions Hittite use.

After our walk and crawl, back out in the shopping bazaar, 
I bought 3 little bags for the Ls. As we were coming to the bot-
tom/beginning of the long walk through the tourist market, 
almost back to the car park, Bucky got distracted by a carpet 
shop. Maybe he was mourning the lack of a Çatal Höyük 
rug? The carpets were beautiful. Bucky allowed himself to be 
ushered in and the owner began to tell him about the differ-
ent wares. Bucky looked at one and said, “Kilim, woven,” and 
made signs with interlaced fingers. Yes, yes, that was correct. 
“Halı” was carpet, knotted. They discussed warp and woof. 
How does Bucky know all these things?

Very soon, though, Himmet appeared and politely urged 
us out. Time to move on!

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kaymakl%25C4%25B1_Underground_City
























These stones were supposedly used to seal off tunnels.
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Day 9: Friday, May 6, 2011—Cappadocia; transfer to Istanbul

Uchisar & Pigeon Valley 

1:30 Three sites very close. Uchisar & Pigeon Valley; guide 
stop at overlook. Little tree full of evil eye charms. Uchisar 
castle quick stop. Cave hotel 1001 Nuts is really 1001 Nuits! 
Panorama: Pigeon Valley, Goreme Tower.
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Day 9: Friday, May 6, 2011—Cappadocia; transfer to Istanbul

Goreme Open Air Museum 

Time ?: Goreme Open Air Museum. Old cliff-cave house village, 
now a museum. Himmet set us a time limit! Now he’s finally 
in his element: taking us on a tour.* Beautiful little churches; 
decorated doorways. On the way in, ran into our German 
acquaintance from Aşikli Höyük! Down the driveway road to 
Tokali Church with incredible frescoes.

* When we were first contacting Argeus Tours, Edip added Harran and 
Cappadocia to our itinerary. I asked him to please eliminate these places. We 
wouldn’t have time for them. As it turned out, we did have time, and it was fun to 
be shepherded around by our new Whipping Kachina, Himmet.

http://www.goreme.com/goreme-open-air-museum.php
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Day 9: Friday, May 6, 2011—Cappadocia; transfer to Istanbul

Small park with fairy towers 

Next stop: unknown. Small park with fairy towers. 
Jendarme stonehouse. Himmet parked and when we were out 
of his car, asked, “Lunch?” Yes, of course, it was time for it. 
So across the road we had outdoor lunch: two ladies making 
stuffed f latbreads. One lady rolled dough incredibly thin 
on a low round wooden table using a wood rod. She added 
stuffing of your choice—meat, potatoes, spinach, cheese, hot 
spice, herbs. Folded the bread and put it on the griddle which 
another lady tended. Mine was spinach and cheese—deli-
cious! And we all drank çay, Bucky had ayran as usual. 
Obviously this was part of the plan: local culture lesson.

We appreciated it!
By this point Himmet was well into being a tour guide 

and telling us “20 minutes!” for the park. He had an itinerary 
of his favorite places well worked out, and knew we would 
linger if left to our own devices, causing us to miss something 
later. Chilly here and slight spit of rain at end of our time. No 
“good luck”!
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Day 9: Friday, May 6, 2011—Cappadocia; transfer to Istanbul

Imagination Valley

Left @ 3:50, on to Imagination Valley. Himmet: “Where is 
camel?” (big grin) “Where is Napoleon?” Bizarre rock forma-
tions the result, according to Himmet and Bucky, of ancient 
sandstone overlain with volcanic rock, then eroded.

Skipped visit to Zelve, another Open Air Museum where 
the people had only been moved to more modern housing 40 
years ago! Goreme sufficed and it was spitting rain again.
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Day 9: Friday, May 6, 2011—Cappadocia; transfer to Istanbul

Ürgüp: Argeus office; Nevşehir: Gallery Cappadocia

Saw Himmet’s birth town Avanos in distance as we drove 
to Ürgüp and the Argeus office. Into Ürgüp, Himmet pointed 
out his apartment in a low rise building. Then to Argeus 
office. Met Himmet’s son Mehmet in the former jail building 
which is now the very nicely appointed office. We told him 
how good a job his father had been doing. Mehmet said he 
was sorry Himmet had such a little English.

“I would make him a guide.” Bucky said no, Himmet was a 
terrific driver, don’t try to change that.

Asked Mehmet about recommendations for carpet shop-
ping in Istanbul. He said we would do better here than in 
the big city. So we said, why not? and arranged to visit carpet 
factory and showroom. On the way, Himmet remembered my 
request to stop at a post office, and I bought my stamp supply.

The carpet factory: Gallery Cappadocia. A pretty new building 
with big courtyard full of plantings. First into a room where 4 
or 5 women were working. The salesman educated us on vari-
ous weaving methods and thread count. Some with very high 
thread count use threads like a human hair—unbelievable 
that people can make these things. One lady was weaving 
a complex pattern based on a small color print of a small 
section of the carpet stuck on her loom. I said, “How can she 
follow THAT for so complex a pattern?” The salesman smiled 
and said, “That’s the magic!” Then we were ushered into a 
room full of carpets with a big empty floor. 

Two young men in blue golf shirts and tan slacks started 
unfurling gorgeous carpets. A couple of carpets knotted from 
silk changed appearance/color by walking around them At 
some point tea materialized The salesman quickly gauged 
our interest and price range and before long we were looking 

at 4 similar style dark red rugs, all supposedly about 30 years 
old and made by “nomadic herdsmen.” We narrowed down 
to 2 but Bucky liked the milky way pattern and I liked the 
one reminiscent of the simplified female figurines of the 
area. $1,400 for one, but he’d bring it down to 1,200, and if 
we bought both he would save costs on insurance so both for 
$2,000 to include all costs to ship, insure and pay taxes. I sup-
pose we could have bargained and gotten them cheaper, but 
seeing how much work goes into them, we didn’t haggle. Plus, 
we were on a tight schedule! Most importantly we love them.

Making the sale took mere minutes. Glasses of red wine 
appeared. B’s credit card worked.* Then suddenly we were 
seated with the salesman kneeling at my side, the two carpets 
draped over our laps and knees and spread out in front of us. 
A photo snapped with their camera then ours.

“You wouldn’t believe,” said our salesman, “how many 
customers go home and when the rugs arrive, say, ‘That’s 
not the carpet we bought.’ ” We learned the big sheeny green 
changes-its-color carpet cost $80,000! Good lord!

(Notes on our carpets)

* A few days after we returned home, I tried to use that new Chase Bank Amazon 
credit card to make two purchases. The first one worked, but the second was 
refused. I called Chase Bank and a very helpful lady told me my card was over 
charged: my $2,000 limit had been exceeded. We had no idea the card had such 
a low limit! My previous one had something like $18,000 available, and it never 
occurred to us to look at the limit for the new one. We maxxed it out in one fell 
swoop at the carpet gallery.

http://gallerycappadocia.com/
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Day 9: Friday, May 6, 2011—Cappadocia; transfer to Istanbul

Transfer to Istanbul

End of day: Nevşehir airport which is also international is 
tiny. Himmet got us there by about 6:30. We were very sorry 
to say goodbye. He has become a friend, a valued protector 
and a fellow adventurer.

1st security control was at the single entrance and we were 
behind a Japanese tour group. Once in, the main room was 
only about the size of our house. We were able to check 3 bags 
for free, no extra charge. One domestic gate, one interna-
tional gate. It looked like our flight was the only departure so 
we sat down by the entrance to the domestic flight gate. A few 
people were waiting. A lady came up to the gate, and seemed 
puzzled. Bucky got up and saw there were still no attendants 
at the gate, even though it was getting near to boarding time. 
He walked around the room and came back, waving at me to 
follow him. He had seen a little hand lettered sign and figured 
out we were actually leaving from the supposed international 
gate, in another room! Once in that room, we saw there were 
a lot of people waiting. 

Our flight departed on time at 7:50; arrived in Istanbul at 
10:05. All smooth BUT on arrival no driver to pick us up.

I called Mehmet; he called back to ask if we were at 
Information; no, why would we be there, there weren’t even 
any signs for Information. Then he said wait, the driver would 
come to us. After about 15 minutes a slightly pudgy, slightly 
out of breath young man showed up. Bucky had spoken to 
him earlier but neither of our names was on his list. After 
some confusion and a call from Mehmet which we handed 
over to him, we think we figured out he was Mustafa sent by 
Gustaf and that he was the coordinator at the airport, not our 
driver. A driver did show up and we headed into Istanbul. 

Somewhere along the highway the driver’s phone rang. He 
answered it and passed the phone back to B, who was asked, 
“What is your hotel?” then “Where is your hotel?” Of course 
that was an unanswerable question, as we had not made the 
arrangements, and knew only the hotel’s name!

Once into the city we wended and wound though narrow 
streets, got trapped in a line of honking cars behind a trash 
truck that was clearing out a vacant lot, finally reached the 
Golden Horn hotel and our driver took off. The problem was 
that there are 2 Golden Horn hotels, and this one was not 
ours!

The staff were very solicitous, one bellhop was dispatched 
to get cigarettes for Bucky. The front desk man said he was 
studying and learning English. At first their driver would 
take us for 10 lira but as it turned out he had another transfer 
so a taksi was called which arrived promptly. A short 10 lira 
ride later we arrived at the correct Golden Horn.

A grumpy front desk man but nice bellhop who told us 
he lived in Virginia for 3 months and he wants to go back to 
the U.S. and stay a long time. He didn’t know Maryland but 
he did know Baltimore. He took us to the rooftop terrace 
restaurant—lovely night time views of the Blue Mosque, 
Hagia Sofia, Topkapi Palace, the Bosphorous. Our room is 
silly—Bucky says it’s the Princess Room, but, we have French 
doors opening to a quiet street and a view of the top of the 
Blue Mosque. My pillow at last is soft and lovely, not a hard 
rock like the last 3 hotels!
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Day 10: Saturday, May 7, 2011—First full day in Istanbul: Blue Mosque, Hagia Sofia, Galata Bridge

We had not asked for wakeup call. I awoke around 7:10 and 
fired up AuBeeGee, still no internet so I worked a bit on trip 
notes. Bucky woke and went downstairs for a smoke, to check 
on weather and ask about the internet connection. Smoked, 
sunny, internet restored. Nice breakfast, more of the goofy 
slices of Spam-like meat and cocktail wieners, eggs in 5 ways, 
packaged (not country style) “Turkish Viagra,” all the usual 
stuff plus a lot more sweets. Juices especially good—pome-
granate, or dark cherry? And one that looked like grapefruit 
but was sweet and had a fruit flavor we didn’t recognize.

Then out to visit the Blue Mosque and Hagia Sofia. On 
the streets many hucksters all with the same basic patter—
“What’s your name? Where are you from? I am not a tourist 
guide.” Most trying to sell us carpets in their shops.

On our way we went through the Hippodrome. All torn up 
with some kind of pavement work—plastic fences, no good 
way through dirt and piles of cobblestones. But once into the 
park area itself, Bucky and the Cadogan found us the obelisk, 
a nice link to our Roman explorations.

The Blue Mosque has an entrance for tour groups to go 
in what looks like the main entrance but individuals can go 
around the side of the building to another entrance and a 
shorter line. Plastic bags are handed out for shoes and blue 
cloths are wrapped around women deemed to be dressed 
immodestly in shorts or short skirts Other than that no rules. 
I’d expected to have to cover my hair and had my green scarf 
to do so, but that wasn’t a requirement. A big prayer area 
was fenced off from tourists, though a few people sat inside 
anyway to take photos.

Beautiful stained glass that I didn’t expect and gorgeous 

decoration throughout. Modeled on Hagia Sofia. Tiles were 
expensive! The sultan who built it died at the age of 27. Huge 
chandeliers unavoidably obtrusive.



Views from the Hippodrome.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hippodrome_of_Constantinople










The Obelisk of Theodosius.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Obelisk_of_Theodosius














Transporting the obelisk from Egypt.







The Walled Obelisk was under repair.



The Blue Mosque (Sultan Ahmed Camii).

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sultan_Ahmed_Mosque
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sultan_Ahmed_Mosque
























































The Hagia Sophia in the distance.
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Day 10: Saturday, May 7, 2011—First full day in Istanbul: Blue Mosque, Hagia Sofia, Galata 
Bridge

Hagia Sofia

Incredible. On the brink of collapse. Much decoration lost 
and dirty. The few remaining mosaics are stunning. Floors 
slant enough to roll marbles; pillars lean and are braced with 
steel rods. None of the decrepitude matters. Hagia Sofia is 
one of a handful of grand buildings of the world.

We decided to follow the French Guys itinerary. Using 
their directions we couldn’t find the supposed best mosaic of 
Mary, Constantine and Justinian. We did, though, see others 
in the upper galleries. Lots of marble of many different colors, 
and faux marble wall painting. A bit of decorative carving 
reminiscent of the simplified female form. 2 little fish on one 
panel. After we had toured the place, Bucky was frustrated 
at not seeing the best mosaic, so we popped out to the little 
bookstore and found a guide brochure with a map of the 
building. That allowed him to pinpoint the exact location—
near where the Cadogan said it should be, but not exactly—so 
we did see it at last.

I was getting chilled in my light skirt and sandals (thick 
stone walls stay cool inside), so I went outside to get some sun 
and visit the museum shop while Bucky sorted out his bag 
in the café seating. No Bucky when I came out! I sat down 
on a concrete ball in front of HS to keep an eye out, but time 
passed and still no Bucky. I had just started to think about 
what to do when I saw him about 30 feet away scanning the 
crowd. Turned out he’d been sitting in the small café seating 
area in front of the shop, chatting to a guide. I know I walked 
past him once or twice looking for him but because I didn’t 
expect to find him there, I didn’t look there or see him. Nor 
did he see me walking past him. Fascinating!

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hagia_Sophia


































Note the two Seraph-angels in the pendetives (triangular spaces) under the main dome. The one on the left has a face, as 
all of them had originally. “The Ottomans covered their faces with a golden halo, but in 2009 one of them was restored to 
the original state.”—Wikipedia













Bucky is pretty sure he’s standing right in the middle of the dome.

































Upstairs in the gallery.







Yes, the pillars and floors are this crooked.



















































At last, the French Guys’ favorite mosaic.
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Day 10: Saturday, May 7, 2011—First full day in Istanbul: Blue Mosque, Hagia Sofia, Galata 
Bridge

Galata Bridge fish boats

Back to the hotel so I could change into warmer clothes 
then we planned to walk to Galata Bridge in search of “off 
the boat” fish sandwiches. Took the tram to the approximate 
location, but no fish boats. Bucky urged us to go a little fur-
ther along the river, through a pedestrian tunnel under the 
bridge, and then, unmistakably, there were the fish sandwich 
boats. Two or three gaudy gilded things that obviously were 
not working boats. Incredibly crowded, incredibly fast serve 
up of sandwiches. We found a spot to squeeze onto a couple 
of small seats and did not lack for a steady stream of vendors 
selling water, snacks, soft drinks. It was just a bit too claus-
trophobic for me to say I really enjoyed it but the saving grace 
was that it was super fast. So we had our famous Istanbul fish 
sandwiches first day out. Not my favorite event of the trip!

Took the tram back up the hill to hotel. I was ready to stay 
home, Bucky as always ready to go. He had a reference for a 
fish restaurant, supposed to be good, so off we went. A walk 
down past the Blue Mosque with a stop at a row of ATMs 
for a successful money withdrawal. Into a neighborhood 
that became intriguing, Bucky navigating with a map he had 
bought from the desk at our hotel. Past a carpet shop with 
beautiful examples—Bucky was wavering. The owner came 
out and we chatted for a few minutes. We told him we had 
already bought our obligatory carpet souvenirs.

“Turkey has too many carpets!” he said. Then past a display 
of interesting primitive style carpets hanging on a wall.

Going left and right, trending downhill toward the water. 
Then, a sign for the restaurant. It took us onto a street of little 
bars and we stopped to have a drink at Oz Café—Wine House. 
I don’t know why, because really it was a kind of rundown 

place. Bucky had a raki and I a glass of wine. We watched 
people walking up and down, and talked about our trip so far. 
Then on to the restaurant.

An old house with an enclosed courtyard on the side. Not 
having a reservation for the happening courtyard area, we 
had to take a table in the house. But soon our room was also 
filling up. Fish dinner, with a bottle of wine. Nothing spec-
tacular for the price but fun to feel part of a local scene. On 
the way out, we saw that by now, even the house was packed!

We stopped again at the wine house. Odd that while most 
of the other pubs on that corner were doing a good business, 
ours was not. Long discussion about what they might do to 
draw more of the walking crowd—put on Turkish rather than 
the American pop music, clean up the draggly lighting. Each 
for each, as Bucky says, I suppose.

Now that we had been down to the water, and knew the 
way back, it seemed a quick walk back to the hotel where 
we fell into our Princess bed, totally exhausted from a great 
tourist day. Whew!
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Day 11: Sunday, May 8, 2011—Topkapi Palace, Imperial Museums of Orient and Arkeoloji

Day 11: Sunday, May 8, 2011—Topkapi Palace, Imperial Museums of Orient and Arkeoloji

Had not asked for wake up call. I woke at 8ish but did not 
rise immediately. 9:10 now, showered, time to go to breakfast. 
We had a fair amount to drink the night before! Realizing we 
haven’t been drinking much alcohol this trip. Minor gastroin-
testinal panic after breakfast, but we did eat an extraordinary 
amount of food yesterday, compared to what we have been in 
Anatolia.

Today Topkapi Palace (Wikipedia). Shortish walk past Hagia 
Sophia to a big gate in a wall around a park. Spoke with 
Rustem—young military guard at entrance to Topkapi. Took 
his photo. Once again trying to self-guide with Cadogan, this 
time a bit confusing. Several gates into successively more 
exclusive areas of the Palace grounds, not clear exactly which 
were which, and what we should be looking for. We think we 
found the execution stone and fountain.

We definitely found the throne/bed room, shuffling along 
the narrow aisle in the crowd. Then the library building, with 
Bucky saying “This is what Darrell needs to be building.” I 
think we managed to tell Abdullah—library staff member 
and guard that I am a librarian! (No photo of A.).

Treasure in the Treasury rooms. Moses’ staff; somebody’s 
helmet; Topkapi dagger, jewels; thrones. My evil eye charm 
came undone and fell to the hard stone floor, breaking the 
glass fish! Or at least, Bucky thought the fish broke on the 
floor. I may have stepped on it. Luckily I have the metal gap-
ing mouth City of Prophets charm in reserve! We decided to 
skip a Harem tour in favour of the nearby Imperial museums.

Topkapi Palace was interesting, and maybe the Harem 
would have raised our estimation of its beauty, but it all 
seemed gaudy and the descriptions in the Cadogan of palace 

and in particular harem life were just depressing. I have no 
interest in harems. Yuch.

http://www.topkapisarayi.gov.tr/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Topkap%25C4%25B1_Palace
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Day 11: Sunday, May 8, 2011—Topkapi Palace, Imperial Museums of Orient and Arkeoloji

Imperial Museums 

So out a side gate and around to the Imperial Museums of Orient 
and Arkeoloji—now that was more like it! Used the Cadogan to 
find erotic reliefs in Museum of the Orient. Saw strange tile 
murals, and read that “aslan” means lion in Turkish. Found 
world’s oldest treaty and interesting shoes on the bas reliefs 
and statues.

Beautiful big old courtyard where I got a coffee and pastry 
and we sat for a bit. 

Immediately on entering the Archaeology museum we 
were confronted by one of the Cadogan’s picks: huge statue 
of Bes. Bucky trying to remember where little figurines of 
Bes had been mistaken by him for “bees.” No luck. But good 
easy luck getting pointed to the Alexander Sarcophagus. 
Fascinating to see the exhibits about how it was originally 
brightly colored with paint, gilding and metal bits. 

At closing time realized I’d lost my camera bag in the 
museum. We figured out that I must have left it somewhere 
when I was changing batteries. The trip is almost over, I can 
charge the one battery that’s in the camera, and our memory 
cards are in a separate bag—and that we still have, thank 
goodness!—so it wasn’t a disaster. Just a pain.

A nice guard made multiple calls attempting to find it, no 
luck. He asked for my name, hotel and itinerary, in case the 
bag should be found. Given that the museum would be closed 
on Monday and we were leaving at 8 a.m. on Tuesday, I wrote 
it off, and we bought a 1 lira zippered pouch for the camera. 
Back to the hotel for warmer clothes!

Supper at Pasazade Ottoman Cuisine in in Erboy Hotel. 
Lovely supper and a lovely restaurant. Another bottle of 
Yakut Kavaklidere. Cold meze for Bucky—green beans, hum-

mus, eggplant, tomato dolma, herbed yoghurt, spicy red ball 
we didn’t identify. I finally got around to having the red lentil 
soup Craig Runyon told me to look for. Cheese/corn/tomato 
salad (Tulum?). Duck stew for Bucky, Sultan’s chicken rolls 
with pistachio and herbs for me. Baklava with walnuts and 
vanilla ice cream. Pellegrino. The hostess walked us upstairs 
to the hotel desk so the concierge could call us a taxi.

Good day of touring!

http://www.istanbularkeoloji.gov.tr/main_page
http://www.istanbularkeoloji.gov.tr/main_page
















































































These museums turned out to be fascinating examples of ancient shoes.





































































































































































































































Whatever is Michael on about, telling us the double-tailed mermaids are mysterious? This is a classic motif!
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Day 12: Monday May 9, 2011—Grand Bazaar, Beyazit Square & mosque, Süleymaniye mosque, Spice Market

Up at 8. Decided on objectives: Süleymaniye mosque—a 
Cadogan must-see—by way of Grand Bazaar. After breakfast, 
some pictures of the river from our restaurant balcony. 
Then out into the city for another Bucky and map guided 
exploration!

Stopped at bookstore, bought 3 music CDs. Got an infor-
mal discount (30 TL instead of 34) because we had to wait 
while they fixed the cash register machine.

Meandered around “Cirkagi” sp (Sirkeci) neighborhood 
and found our selves on the street of gold. Little alley/street 
lined pretty much entirely with jewelry shops, all the win-
dows crammed and heaped with gold items of all kinds. An 
exotic feel.

At the end of the street, we found a gate into the Grand 
Bazaar. I bought a purply blue silk and linen scarf. Bargained: 
price 45 I said no, not in my budget. He said, “What is your 
budget?” I said, “I don’t think you can go low enough for 
my budget.” He asked again. After thinking, I said 30. I had 
decided $20 was what I was willing to pay, so 30 TL would be 
more or less 20 American dollars. The young man said 35, it 
was his first sale of the day. I said, oh well and started to walk 
out. He said, “Okay, your 30,” and I bought it!

Navigated using a little map of the Grand Bazaar in the 
Cadogan, and that worked pretty well. We found the marble 
fountains, and the “antique” section with restored brick roof.

Following the Cadogan, we went out a particular gate and 
found a separate little bookstore bazaar. We need a tradi-
tional souvenir 2012 calendar, but didn’t see any for sale in 
the dozen little bookstores.
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Day 12: Monday May 9, 2011—Grand Bazaar, Süleymaniye mosque, Spice Market

Beyazit Square

Hadn’t planned on stopping here, but it was on our route so 
we passed through to take a look around. A guy tried to get 
us to buy “old Anatolian” coins—shades of Soğmatar! I gave 
my 10 million old TL to a currency seller who then wanted us 
to buy his currency.* Took his photo.

Courtyard of Beyazit mosque with graffiti on pillar bases.
Back out on the square, we fed the pigeons for good luck. 

The old lady bird seed seller insisted we take two trays because 
I had given her one lira. Did not have our pigeon-feeding 
photo taken by one of the 6 + hucksters.

Walked through university precinct, saw an old enclosed 
graveyard with interesting markers.

* Loie had been saving the old, no longer usable Turkish Lira bill for a long time. 
It was a bibliort: “…something that isn’t a bookmark but is being used to hold 
someone’s place in a book (grocery list, ticket stub, etc.).” Thinking we might 
someday go to Turkey, she had been keeping it as a sort of good luck charm.

























































































Destination sighted in the distance.
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Day 12: Monday May 9, 2011—Grand Bazaar, Süleymaniye mosque, Spice Market

Süleymaniye mosque

With its minarets rising over the surroundings, easy to 
find. Once there, first stop: the WC. Funny bayan section—4 
stalls two of which had very low door ways, had to bend my 
head to step in. Gold colored metallic doors.

In the mosque, beautiful, simple, men can pray in front of 
the mihrab but women must stay behind the wood rail. One 
of the Cadogan’s four or five must-sees in old Istanbul and 
well worth the walk.

Leaving the mosque, yet another wild cat, on the broad 
front steps. Been seeing and taking pictures of feral cats, 
more here than in Rome. Muslim lady smiled at me taking a 
picture and bent down to pet the cat. I asked her the Turkish 
word for “cat:” kedi: KED-ee.

Süleymaniye mosque is also a huge complex of buildings, 
many of which have continued their community functions, 
although are now managed by the state. So, lo and behold, 
another library! Closed for lunchtime. Bucky’s woebegone 
act and explanation of our being library fans, because of my 
profession got us admission from nice man who was entering. 
He spoke to the guard/clerk and I suppose sort of vouched 
for us. We then had a very informative brief extemporaneous 
tour from a young student. The library is digitizing ancient 
manuscripts for study: originals too fragile to allow general 
access. “We are collecting all old manuscripts of Turkey.” 
Probably hyperbole but an interesting project. Current stor-
age is apparently not good—lack of adequate climate control 
but they hope to move to move manuscripts to improved 
quarters in “five-six month.” And another sight for Darrell: 
beautiful interior courtyard.
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Day 12: Monday May 9, 2011—Grand Bazaar, Süleymaniye mosque, Spice Market

Spice Market, sights

Next I shopped for postcards at some stalls back on the 
street. Bucky figured out a route to the Spice Market, which 
was to be a little add-on given we had time. He overheard 
other English speaking tourists discussing how to walk there 
and gave them directions. I found Bucky and we all started 
out together but the others quickly outdistanced us. Bucky 
said, “I think they don’t want to walk with us.” Not everyone 
is as gregarious as he.

We found the street down to the Market, and on its corner 
was a street stall selling sandwiches. Doner-style kebab 
chopped and sizzled on a grill. So finally Bucky got to eat 
some street food!*

In the Spice Market, I bought 1 gram of Turkish saffron 
for 18 lira for Aunt Dorry. Discovered I do NOT like Turkish 
delight. Lots of good scents. Spice Market is mostly a smaller 
bazaar, with only a few actual spice merchants hanging on.

A few general notes: Lots of cats everywhere, some being 
fed. Very few dogs and none tiny. We rarely hear cell phones 
ringing. We’ve seen a fair number of moderately dressed 
Muslim women smoking.

On the way back to the hotel, we decided to take a break 
and have some tea in Yemi Camii Square of outdoor cafes. 
Accosted immediately by a tout for one, while looking around 
another tout started to show menu. The first said, “I was first!” 
So Bucky said, “We’ll go with him.” Efsane Café & Restaurant 

* I didn’t make an issue of it at the time, as the sandwiches were very tasty. But 
as we ate walking along, and then standing at the Spice Market gate, I noticed 
some fairly odd shaped bits in my meats: little tube slices, like calamari, which I’m 
pretty sure they were not. Hmmm.

for chai and mediocre baklava. While sitting, a political rally 
with loudspeaker truck and men waving flags came by.

Walked back to the hotel, uphill all the way. A street we 
were walking debouched into Grand Bazaar kapesi/gate. 
Navigated through just fine. We came out on a street leading 
to hotel, cool. Visited pretty little newish cemetery, I bought 
inexpensive (2 lira) earrings from a street vendor’s stand just 
outside the cemetery.

We passed a big obviously ancient pillar, its brick base 
covered with perching pigeons. Unidentified—nothing about 
it in the Cadogan and no signs on or near it. Just another 
ancient bit of Istanbul.

Stopped to investigate a Turkish bath just on the little 
square of the pillar but did not go in, just got brochure with 
prices.











































Sünnet costumes. Each for each.

http://davidlansing.com/traditions-of-a-turkish-circumcision/
























The Turkish Lira was worth about 70¢ in 2011. So, $27, $49, $69, more or less.





















“Kus Evi” is bird house. “Selo” is nothing, except perhaps a person’s name.
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Day 12: Monday May 9, 2011—Grand Bazaar, Süleymaniye mosque, Spice Market

Final evening

By now we were pretty much back at our hotel. We went up 
to our room, and found a miracle had occured—our camera 
bag had been returned! It was on one of the nightstands, with 
the note written at the museum attached by rubber band. 
Wasn’t that lucky and thoughtful?*

Bucky is working on supper plans while I’m typing trip 
notes and packing at 5 and 6:30. And by now he’s decided 
supper will be at Hamdi et Lokantasi,** near Galata Bridge. 
Supposedly good grilling there.

We made it, with a small bit of adventure. Asked at the desk 
for directions, seemed easy: at the bridge tram stop, near the 
Bazaar gate. Off the tram, Bucky headed us toward what he 
thought was the gate needed. Walked several blocks, asked 
directions again and were sent back the way we came. A man 
tried to steer us into his kebab restaurant, claiming it was 
much less expensive. He showed us the menu and we glanced 
at not very cheap prices. 

Eventually got to our destination and had a muddle with 
which floor had a table. So not on second floor with best view 
over the Golden Horn. Very crowded, asked to at least be 
moved to an open table not directly under air conditioning 
vent. Saw a couple dining that we had seen in the fish restau-
rant two nights before! Decent meal, nothing to write home 

* Because this all happened at the last minute, we had no time to thank the 
museum. After we got home and settled in, Loie sent our last ten or 20 Turkish 
Lira to the muesum with a note of thanks. We hope the staff had some refresh-
ments with the money.

** The restaurants’s site is built in Flash, which will not show on iPads or iPhones. 
Here’s another review site.

about, and with silly hyperbole on the menu about what kind 
of knives were used to chop the meats. Apparently the res-
taurant’s reputation is based on the chef ’s trying to recreate 
or revive traditional cuisine. Kebabs no better than anyplace 
Himmet took us. Oh brother!

We were at least entertained by a big Turkish family sing-
ing Happy Birthday—in English—and served a piece of cake 
being passed out to the remaining late diners. And we were at 
the tram stop for a quick ride back.

http://www.hamdi.com.tr/
http://www.frommers.com/destinations/istanbul/D50351.html




Our Princess Room…









Although obviously occupied by dedicated tourists.



















Birthday cake at Hamdi et Lokantasi. 
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Day 13: Tuesday, May 10, 2011—Return

We set a wakeup call for 6:30 a.m. I woke a bit earlier. I 
had done 90% of the packing the night before so there was 
little to do but have breakfast and be downstairs by 8 to meet 
our transfer driver. Alas, at 8 a.m., no driver. At about 8:10 I 
called Mehmet’s cell but there was no answer. I was getting 
out the agency card when my phone rang, but I didn’t get the 
call. Bucky called the agency; Mehmet not in yet. Bucky gave 
the details and was told we would get a return call in 2 min-
utes. After about 5 the concierge desk phone rang. It was for 
us—the driver would arrive within 5 minutes and in fact was 
pulling up while we talked. It was the same driver who kept 
us waiting at Ataturk and took us to the wrong Golden Horn 
Hotel! We decided he had done the same thing this morning: 
gone to the wrong hotel! He said not a word enroute and 
seemed a bit grumpy, but he got us to the airport and we are 
in flight now, about 45 minutes into an 11 hour flight, west of 
Bulgarian airspace.

Ataturk Airport has pretty serious security controls. I 
counted 6 separate check points:
1. Arrive at airport and immediately go through walk 

through and baggage/personal belongings screening
2. Passport check at entrance to checkin line
3. Passport check again at checkin desk/baggage checkin
4. At entrance to gate lounge, walk through and baggage/

personal belongings screening, pat down, passport, 
boarding pass

5. Just inside lounge door, passport and boarding pass 
checked again, boarding pass marked.

6. Visual inspection of personal belongings/carryon bag 
and another pat down.

Smooth f light home, lines at passport control but really 
pretty zippy. Waved through customs like we were getting 
between the officer and his supper. Home by around 7 p.m. 
Ready to go back!
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Notes on our carpets

When we were being shown carpets at the Gallery Cappadocia, 
we were told that the “Muşvani” pair were woven near Van & Lake 
Van. We had originally hoped to go see some sites in that area, but 
time and expense prohibited that. We were pleased to have that bit 
of serendipity happen, and it was a big factor in our buying the pair. 
When we got home, I looked around on the web with no success, 
and finally started writing the gallery…

[no date preserved]
Dear Friends,
On May 6, my wife and I enjoyed a visit to your gallery. We purchased 
two carpets, Stock Numbers GC 2492 and GC 2501. Our certificates 
say the carpets are “Cakkus - Milky Way” and “Cakkus - Hands on 
Hips.” I have searched the Internet for Cakkuş and Cakkus without 
success. Please reply and tell me all you possibly can about the makers 
of our carpets. We would appreciate any information you have: tribal 
associations, places, methods, etc.
We are excited to think our wonderful carpets will be here soon. Thank 
you all very much for an educational and pleasant visit.
Yours truly,
Bucky Edgett

From: Mustafa Tanriverdi
Sent: Sunday, June 12, 2011 03:34 PM
To: bucky
Subject: Thank you for your e-mail
Dear Bucky Edgett,
Thank you very much for your e-mail and we hope this message 
finds you well.
Your request had been subbitmed to the retaled department of ours 
and will be replied as soon as possible.

Sincere Regards,
Assistance Department
Gallery Cappadocia

From: bucky
Subject: “Cakkus” carpets
To: “Mustafa Tanriverdi”
Cc: “Dolores Maminski”, “Edip”
Date: Thursday, September 8, 2011, 6:16 PM
Dear Mr. Tanriverdi,
Your message did find us well, and we have received our won-
derful carpets in perfect condition. They are our new pride and 
joy! However, we still have not heard from anyone regarding the 
history of our carpets. We would very much like to know their 
provenance, as outlined below. Please don’t forget about us! We 
had the best vacation of our lives in Anatolia and Istanbul, and 
want to know all we can about our carpets, to help us remember 
our vacation and especially our visit to your gallery.
Thanks for any information your colleagues may have about our 
carpets.
Yours truly,
Bucky Edgett

From: Mustafa Tanriverdi 
To: bucky@luckypro.biz
Date: Friday, September 09, 2011 03:37 am
Subject: Re: “Cakkus” carpets
Dear Bucky Edgett,
First of all we would like to apologize for the late response.
We hope this message finds you well.
Jaccush Rugs,
Made by wool on wool material 2 major weave tecnique is 
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used.
Embroidery and knotting weaving was made these rugs gain 
a depth.
Mainly Jaccush rugs are related to the Beluchi rugs from 
Central Asia
Sincere Regards,
Assistance Department
Gallery Cappadocia

Note that in all this no mention has been made of Van or 
Musvani. I was frustrated, and a bell should have rung. I soldiered 
on, keeping notes in a text document that comprised this chapter…

Saturday, September 10, 2011
No Google reference to “Jaccus,” “Jaccush,” “Jakkush,” “Cakkus” 

or “Cakkush.” However, see below!
http://www.alrug.com/Burgundy/design-Baluchi-3589-0.html

About Baluchi Rugs: Baluchistan is an region spanning over a 
large area including Baluchistan province in Pakistan, Iran and 
some portion in Afghanistan. Baluchi (sometimes spelt as Beluchi 
or Balochi) rugs are have repetitious patterns, normally of gul 
motifs borrowed from Turkoman guls. [See below]

Baluchi rugs are made in smaller sizes with deep colors - shades 
of camel, deep reds, brown etc - and are highly durable. They have 
soft wool piles, and majority of the rugs are made of 100% wool.

http://erug.com/learnrugs/learn_detail/style/style_turkoman.htm
Turkoman

Tu rkoma n r ugs  a re  produced by nomad ic  weavers  of 
Turkmenistan, Uzbekistan, Afghanistan and the province of 
Khorassan in northeast Iran. Turkoman rugs are easily dis-
tinguished by their three characteristics of a dominant red to 

red-brown background color, geometric pattern, and a unique 
octagonal motif known as gul, which has several versions. The lay-
out is generally all-over and guls are repeated in rows with usually 
smaller guls of similar, but not exact, geometric design (minor guls) 
in between the rows of major guls. White, beige, black and blue are 
used to create color contrast in the motifs and the border of the rug.
Gul

Gul is the Persian name for flower. However, some rug scholars 
argue that the Turkoman gul has originated from an ancient 
Turkish word meaning family or tribe, and historically each tribe 
had its own symbolic version of gul. However, as the result of battles 
between the tribes, the symbolic gul of defeated tribes were used by 
their conquerors. Therefore, overtime, different tribes began using 
each other’s distinct guls in their weaving. Still, some guls could be 
associated with certain tribes.

[The interpretation of “gul” as “f lower” is disputed. “Gul” may 
have been related to “kol” or “gol,” for sacred rivers or lakes, and 
could therefore have been derived visually from any kind of sym-
bol. Sigh. See next.]

http://www.bukhara-carpets.com/oriental-rugs/turkmen-rugs-structural.
html

…Dietrich Wegner ( Tribus no.29, Linden Museuni, Stuttgart. 
1980) offers an alternative explanation for the difference between 
gul. He argues that equating the term gul with the Farsi word for 
flower, gul. is hardly logical or sensible. Although motifs similar to 
Turkmen guls appear on tribal and village weaving from Iran. the 
Caucasus and Anatolia and are called guls in these regions, Wegner 
points out that the old Turkish word kol forms part oh the names 
of many rivers and lakes between the southern Altai and West 
Turkestan; he states that every kinship group had a particular river 
or lake which it revered because of the part it played in its differing 

http://www.alrug.com/Burgundy/design-Baluchi-3589-0.html
http://erug.com/learnrugs/learn_detail/style/style_turkoman.htm Turkoman
http://erug.com/learnrugs/learn_detail/style/style_turkoman.htm Turkoman
http://www.bukhara-carpets.com/oriental-rugs/turkmen-rugs-structural.html
http://www.bukhara-carpets.com/oriental-rugs/turkmen-rugs-structural.html
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but similar death rites. More recently. the archaeologist. James 
Mellart, in The Goddes from Anatolia (Milan,1989), has pointed 
out that gul is Turkish for “lake” and that this, rather than “flover” is 
the origin of its usage in the context of Turkmen motifs.

Another interpretation of the gul as an heraldic symbol is the 
hypothesis that it developed from the tamgha or oneghum. The 
14th century historian Rashich-ad-Oghuz listed twenty-four tribes 
of the Oghuz. the ancestors of the Turkmen’s. and said that each 
was allocated its own brand (tangha) and totem in tile form of a bird 
(oneghun). The tamghas were simple motifs, that of Salor Khian, 
founder of the Salor tribe, being a hook-like form ;for Mahmud 
Kashgari in the 11th century, this same tamgha had become a 
slightly more complex arrow-head form with an extra extension . 
The Soviet author Karpov states that the ‘tagma’ or ‘tavro’ has been 
used by both Mongolian and Turkic nomads as a sign of ownership 
since ancient times. But in ‘ Tagma - Brands of the Turkmen’s’ ( 
Turkmenovedenie nos.8-9, Turkmen Researsh, vol.2), he assigns yet 
another tamgha to the Salor.

It is possible that these originally simple ‘brands’ were rendered 
in an increasingly complex manner through the generations until 
they became the guls we know from 19th century Turkmen weav-
ings. If one takes this origin a I theory further, it is possible to argue 
that at some stage, the oneghun or animal totem was also incor-
porated. In this context, it is interesting to consider the motif seen 
on a waiving depicted by a 15th century Italian painting attributed 
to Sassetta, The Madonna and Child in the Pallazio Cini,Venice 
(after Pittenger, oA Miscellany in Oils’, Hali 38, 1988, diagram 1). It 
is interesting that the reciprocated hook forms in the four corners 
of this motif have been interpreted as residual representations of 
birds and the motif within the Chodor ertman gul certainly seems 
to have an avian on gin.

However, firm evidence for the development of the gul from 

the tamgha does not exist because such apparently simple motifs 
as the latter have become lost in the complexity of the modern 
gul. But it is interesting to speculate that all the tribal guls had a 
common origin and that all the Turkmen’s were once, long ago, an 
homogeneous group. Certainly we know that at one time the Salor, 
Saryk and Tekke had common settlements and were known as the 
‘Stone Salor’.

May be on to something...

http://coffeeandcarpets.blogspot.com/2008/04/oriental-carpets-return-to-
natural-dyes.html

Tuesday, 29 April 2008
Oriental Carpets Return To Natural Dyes But Fabled Insect 
Reds Remain Forgotten

CHAHARMAHAL District, Iran; May 2, 2008 – When Iranian 
photographer Javid Tafazoli was walking through a weaving village 
in the mountains of Chaharmahal va Bakhtiyari province, far to 
the west of Isfahan, he saw an arresting sight.

It was a cascade of recently dyed red wool hanging from a tree. In 
a world grown used to dazzling garish colors, the mellow brick-red 
shades looked like a startlingly natural part of the landscape. He 
snapped the picture and entitled it simply “Red.” [The accompany-
ing photo shows a very bright red hank of wool. But read on!]

The same picture could be taken in many villages in Iran today, 
where weavers are increasingly returning to using natural dyes. 
They hope that going back to traditional materials will raise the 
quality of rugs and the value people put on them.

But if there is a new desire to derive red from age-old sources 
such as the root of the Red Madder plant, which gives brick-red 
hues ranging from pink to rose to scarlet, another ancient groups 
of reds seems certain not to return. They are the once famous insect 

http://coffeeandcarpets.blogspot.com/2008/04/oriental-carpets-return-to-natural-dyes.html
http://coffeeandcarpets.blogspot.com/2008/04/oriental-carpets-return-to-natural-dyes.html
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reds.
For centuries, dyers dried and powdered insects to produce 

colors ranging from pink-lilac through bright crimson to deep-
brown-purple. In many areas where the dyes could not be produced 
locally, they were prized imports.

The first insect dye to be traded in large commercial quantities 
was Indian lac, derived from the Caccus lacca [sic. The correct 
spelling, first mentioned in about 1780, is Coccus lacca. However, 
that older name was changed (c. 1923) to Laccifer (or Tachardia) 
lacca] bug. The insect, which feeds on ficus trees in India, was also a 
source for lacquer and shellac used on furniture.

The fame of Indian lac grew so great that it was exported over 
huge distances. In their authoritative book ‘Oriental Carpets,’ 
Murray L. Eiland and Murray Eiland III say the dyes have been 
detected in Safavid and Ottoman court carpets as well as on 19th 
century Turkmen rugs. That is despite the fact that madder was the 
standard and abundant source for red from Turkey to Central Asia 
region.

Later, lac gave way to still higher quality reds obtained from the 
Indian’s bug’s distant cousin, the South American cochineal. The 
cochineal reds -- traded in the Aztec and Mayan empires and still 
used in Mexico and Peru (below) -- were discovered by Spanish 
conquistadors in 1519. 

The Europeans considered cochineal to be a perfect red dye 
because it is stable, easily absorbed by fabrics, and extremely 
resistant to fading.

The brilliant red comes from the carminic acid in the body of the 
female cochineal larva, which also makes the bug unpalatable to 
predators. The Spanish bred the bugs for size and color and created 
huge ranches of cactus – the bugs’ favorite home. To produce a 
kilogram of the dye required some 155,000 dried insects and, by 
1770, at the peak of the trade, Mexico was exporting some half a 

million kilos a year.
The global business in cochineal dyes is documented in the 2005 

book ‘A Perfect Red: Empire, Espionage, and the Quest for the 
Color of Desire’ by Amy Butler Greenfield.

Eventually, the Spanish expanded cultivation of the bugs to the 
Canary Islands and North Africa. But the lucrative business finally 
came to an end with the invention of chemical dyes in northern 
Europe in the mid 19th century. Within decades, cochineal red, 
along with madder, virtually disappeared from use under a tide of 
synthetic replacements.

Now, in a world saturated with artificial colors, natural dyes are 
slowly making a comeback. But, in a strange twist for the carpet 
industry, the once so abundant and highly sought cochineal dyes 
remain forgotten. The reason is economics.

After they were swept from the textile industry by synthetic 
dyes, cochineal reds – also known as carmine – found a new and 
more profitable place in the cosmetics and food coloring industries. 
Today carmine is a high-priced specialty dye that puts the red in red 
pistachio nuts, maraschino cherries and Italian aperitifs. Its advan-
tage over man-made red dyes is that it is not toxic or carcinogenic.

That means that making a rug with cochineal dyes today would 
cost a fortune. The giant cactus farms in Mexico may still exist and 
the dyes may still be exported, but carpets with insect reds belong 
to the past.

[So, are our carpets “Jaccush” because they are the dark red, 
albeit not now from colors produced from beetles?]

Hah! “Mushvani,” not Musvani

http://blog.murraycarpets.com/category/mushvani-rug/

http://blog.murraycarpets.com/category/mushvani-rug/
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Category — Mushvani Rug
Highlight your Classy Home with the Mushvani Rug

by MurrayCarpets
If you like darker colored rugs with the elegant hues of red and 

burgundy, then the Mushvani rug is for you. They contain the 
complicated designs common in many tribes. These designs are 
considered oriental enough for those who prefer classier ornaments 
in their homes. In addition, they make good antiques for those who 
enjoy collecting such artifacts.

The Mushvani rug is originally created by the Mushvani tribe, 
which is a part of the Baluch tribe. Like the bigger tribe in which 
they belong to, this tribe is also nomadic in nature. There is a 
variation of woven materials made by this tribe and it is the Afghan 
Mushvani, which significantly parallels the Mushvani rug. They 
share the same name mainly because of the close similarities 
in terms of the pattern designs and the darker colors used. The 
difference lies in the origin of the woven fabrics. The Afghan rug 
is first made in Afghanistan, but these two rugs share the same 
characteristics essentially.

The Mushvani rug is woven using a compound weave method. 
It means that a flat weave (significantly used in the Baluch Kilim) 
and the usual pile weave are used in order to incorporate more 
complicated patterns. As a result, diagonal and zigzag designs with 
similar dark colors on patterns around them are evident in each 
rug. Moreover, each rug is made of vegetable dyed yarn, instead of 
the usual dyed wool. They are also stitched by hand so that each 
Mushvani rug is made extra special by the tribesmen.

Originally, the mushvani rug and other similar products serve 
them various practical uses in their daily lives. This is one eminent 
reason why the fabric is part of their culture and tradition. Likewise, 
this means that the tribe has perfected the method of produc-
ing mushvani fabrics used for the different kinds of materials. 

Eventually, other tribes in different locations worldwide become 
enticed with the masterpiece. At present, the mushvani rugs are 
considered classic ornaments with an antique edge. Many people 
around the world search for the old rugs that they believe to be 
valuable.

Makers of the Mushvani Rug ensure that they produce a unique 
product. This is only a natural procedure among the weavers 
because weaving is more of a tradition to them rather than a 
business. In addition, the tribesmen are proud to have a livelihood 
where their culture is incorporated and propagated among antique 
lovers world wide. Since the Mushvani rugs are rare and special, 
many antique collectors opt for such a product.

Moreover, it is the striking characteristic of oriental rugs to be 
unique. Sellers of these tribal products are proud to bring you one 
of a kind rug straight from the tribesmen. Each Mushvari rug is 
unique because each weaver incorporates his or her own emotions 
and artistry when they craft each rug.

The history, the method of weaving, the materials, and the 
uniqueness are the main reasons why the Mushvani rugs are valu-
able to people who love rarity. I order to complete the antique feel 
of your interior, pair these rugs with classic hues and ornaments in 
your home.

February 24, 2009

http://www.studioseventyone.co.nz/rug_detail/501_runner.html
Mushvani Baluch Runner IRAN Ref:501
- 74 x 285cm
- 100% wool
- $ 1430 NZD
Excellent condition. Woven in a mixed technique where soumak 

[See below] is used to detail the cut-pile patterns in such a way as to 
create a sculptured effect. Typical of Mushvani work, the rug has 
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attractive detailing at both ends. The unusual barber pole wrapped 
argatch is an additional feature.

http://www.weavingartmuseum.org/ex2_main.htm
…Part Three

Soumak technique, like that used to make a kelim, produces a 
patterned weaving with a flat surface of discontinuous horizontal 
threads known as weft. The variously colored weft threads are 
wrapped around the warp threads, the primary structural compo-
nent. In kelims, they are passed over and under adjacent warps. But 
unlike kelim weaving there are no slits at each color join and there 
is a supplementary weft thread which, along with the pattern weft, 
provides the second component necessary to create a structurally 
sound woven object. These structural wefts are invisible from both 
the front and back of a soumak weaving and can only be seen by 
bending the weaving in the horizontal direction. There are, how-
ever, some later groups of soumaks which lack structural wefts and 
the added strength they provide.

Because of the necessity for a structural weft after each row of 
weft wrappings, soumak weaving, like that of pile-carpets, proceeds 
a row at a time, again differing from kelim where color areas can be 

“built-up” independently from each other. There are also several 
different soumak techniques - plain and countered as well reverse. 
These styles can also differ somewhat depending on the many 
possible combinations of warp threads are used for each individual 
wrapping…

http://www.britannica.com/EBchecked/topic/555252/soumak
soumak: method of brocading handmade f lat-woven rugs 

and similar fabrics. It is one of the oldest known techniques, 
identified among charred 7th-century-bc fragments excavated 
at Gordion, near Ankara in Anatolia. In recent times, it has been 

most prevalent in the Caucasus, but it is also used in various parts 
of Iran. In this technique, coloured yarns, which form the pattern, 
lie at slight angles from the horizontal, and herringbone effects are 
often created by changing the angle of alternate rows. Loose ends 
of the pattern yarns are allowed to hang free at the back of the rug, 
providing a padding. For ... (100 of 190 words)

http://www.charlottegaskell.com/otherregions/o2/detail_mush-
wani_1170.htm
The Mushwani are a sub-tribe of the Baluch from western 

Afghanistan. They produce very attractive, good quality nomadic 
rugs. Unlike the majority of Baluch rugs these come in much larger 
sizes and are among the most finely woven of Afghan Baluchi rugs.

This rug has been woven using a variety of weaving techniques: 
knotted pile and soumac creating an embossed effect. In the detail 
image shown the border is woven using the soumac technique 
whilst the blocks of colour are piled.

http://www.persiancarpetguide.com/Oriental_Rugs/Afghanistan_Rugs/
Tom_Cole_Jerry_Anderson_Interview_HALI_76.htm
My good friend Tom Cole a California Rug dealer produced this 

highly questionable article a number of years ago for a wonder-
ful British magazine. The article is a mixture of opinion, error, 
inconstancy, and fantasy presented as fact. Due to Tom reprinting 
it on the Internet instead of dying a quiet death it continues to draw 
readers who often believe what it purports. Please do not take this 
piece as an attack on either Tom Cole or Jerry Anderson. It is not 
meant to be. But when an article is so deeply f lawed something 
should be said.

In 1994 Hali Magazine (HALI 76) a British publication published 
the Tom Cole Interview with Jerry Anderson interview. It is an 
widely quoted article and while some of it seems to be factual much 

http://www.weavingartmuseum.org/ex2_main.htm
http://www.britannica.com/EBchecked/topic/555252/soumak
http://www.persiancarpetguide.com/Oriental_Rugs/Afghanistan_Rugs/Tom_Cole_Jerry_Anderson_Interview_HALI_76.htm
http://www.persiancarpetguide.com/Oriental_Rugs/Afghanistan_Rugs/Tom_Cole_Jerry_Anderson_Interview_HALI_76.htm
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of it is cast into doubt by the errors. 
HALI (Tom Cole): What are the origins of the Baluch people of 

Baluchistan?
JERRY ANDERSON: They are Assyrian, of Assyro-Arabic eth-

nic origin. Their own legends and ballads claim Aleppo in present 
day Syria as their original home. There were two waves of migra-
tion, one with the Arab invasion a millennium ago and another 
about five to six hundred years ago. Those who came in the second 
wave settled near Zahedan in Persian Baluchistan, and their tribal 
names are derived from the names of the mountains nearby. Some 
of them came through into Sind Province of what is now Pakistan. 
Most of this second wave speak Rakshani Baluch, totally different 
to Makrani Baluch, the original ‘pure’ Baluch language. But these 
people have nothing to do with weaving rugs.

JBOC: If Anderson is right that the Baluch are, “Assyrian, of 
Assyro-Arabic ethnic origin” then this is a testable proposition. If 
the Baluch are Assyrian they should speak an Afro-Asiatic, Semitic 
language or at least a Indo-European Persian language with a 
heavy degree of Afro-Asiatic-Semitic borrow words. This is not the 
case at all. The Baluch Language Family Tree is Indo-European, 
Indo-Iranian, Iranian, Western, Northwestern, Balochi. The 
Ethnologue So an Assyrian origin of the Baluch is not supportable 
and Anderson must be disregarded on this point.. 

JBOC: Then Anderson dumps the Assyrian Balochi scenario 
and introduces the Scythian scenario:

JERRY ANDERSON: The political and cultural centre of this 
confederacy is located in Sistan, originally referred to as Sakastan, 
the land of the Sakas or Scythians. It was these people, the descen-
dants of the weavers of the Pazyryk, who populated the area of 
Sistan. At the time of the Arab invasions, the name was changed to 
Sijistan (‘sand country’), and from that it eventually evolved, over 
about a thousand years, into the name we know today. The weavers 

of these pile rugs are ethnically a Scythian people.
JBOC: Then Anderson contradict himself when first he says 

the Baluch are “Assyro-Arabic ethnic origin” and then switches 
to the Baluch are Scythian. How could they be both. So are the 
weaving Baluch really Scythians? This asks a huge leap of faith on 
our parts. There are things commonly accepted in the field and 
there are things that are controversial and not commonly accepted. 
Anderson is clearly in the controversial area here. The same argu-
ment that puts degenerate Scythians in the Baluch ethnic group 
can be made for Parthians. The real question is how does Anderson 
know? What are his sources? Tom Cole ignores the inconsistancies 
and just accepts any fantasy as fact. Is it that he does not know or is 
it that he does not care. I find this troubling to say the least.

HALI (Tom Cole): And the Mushwani?
JERRY ANDERSON: They are the Sarabani Mushwani, a huge 

group who came from Caucasia after the fall of Khazar, a Turkic 
state which converted to Judaism. The Sarabani left after the 
Swedish Vikings ransacked that area. They escaped into what is 
known today as Afghanistan. Now the Mushwani are just one sub-
group of the Sarabani. They are located in various places. There are 
some near Quetta and some in southeast Afghanistan. There are 
even some in the vicinity of Islamabad here in Pakistan. Depending 
on where they are located they speak different languages, including 
Farsi, Pushto, Brahui and Rakshani Baluchi. But the rug weaving 
groups called Mushwani are located near Adraskand in western 
Afghanistan and in Sistan.

JBOC: That the Mashwani as Jewish Khazars chased out of the 
Caucasus who did not stop running until they got to Eastern Iran, 
Afghanistan, and Pakistan is an amazing undocumented, unsup-
portable, and improbable story.

First of all the Khazars beat the Vikings so why were they 
running. Second of all Khazars were Turks, Turks are not Indo 
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European they are Altaic. So back to language the Sarabani speak 
Persian a Indo European language so they are not Khazars. Then 
to top it off Anderson has the Sarabani Mushwani speaking Farsi, 
Pushto, Brahui and Rakshani Baluchi. This just does not work. The 
story of the shared heritage does not hold water and if they all speak 
different languages then they are not an Ethno-Linguistic group so 
what are they?

HALI (Tom Cole) What accounts for ‘Seljuk’ iconography on 
so-called Baluch rugs?

JERRY ANDERSON: Are you following what I am saying? They 
are the same people. What’s the big surprise? It is the dissemination 
of a single culture, from the Lake Balkashia region, and eventually 
to Sistan. Why not a continuation of design? In that vein, the 
Persian word for carpet is ghaleen, derived from the ancient Indo-
European word gaalee, which means language! The carpet was an 
ancient representational form of language, of religious significance, 
depicting the cosmic symbology.

JBOC: The idea that the that Seljuk and Baluch are all the same 
is problematic. Back to the language problem. The Seljuk are Ersari 
Turkmen an Altaic language group and The Baluch are Indo 
European. So Jerry now claims that the Baluch are Seljuk, Syrian, 
and Khazar Jews

I have to conclude that Jerry Anderson is not a sound or solid 
resource and Tim Cole’s involvement in this charade is troubling 
to say the least. If there re any errors in this review please let me 
know and I will correct them. As for my sources in debunking 
Anderson and Cole I draw heavily on Lewis, M. Paul (ed.), 2009. 
Ethnologue: Languages of the World, Sixteenth edition. Dallas, 
Tex.: SIL International. Online version: http://www.ethnologue.
com/.

http://musicfortheeyes.com/products/carpets/afghan-carpets/

Afghan Carpets
Afghan Rugs Khowst Province MusicForTheEyes

Jim Senner, who wrote a recent blog for us on Afghan rugs, pro-
vided the following remarks on three categories of Afghan carpets: 
(1) Afghan Baluch, (2) Mushwanis and (3) Heratis.

…
Mushwani (Meshwani/Mashwani/Mushvani) Rugs

The Mushwani are a tribe located south of Herat near Shindand. 
They are sometimes incorrectly identified as a Baluch tribe, but they 
are of Pashtun origin. Pashtuns do not have a tradition of weaving 
pile carpets, but this tribe is an exception; their products are quite 
unusual, as they weave a kilim and pile mix which is sometimes 
referred to as “embossed” or a compound weave. Many of their 
rugs are small and square. Their designs all appear to be geometric.

…
altamont-trading on Amazon

Mushwani is a widely scattered Persian speaking tribe of Pushtun 
ancestry, living as semi-nomads in north-west Afghanistan. The 
kilims they weave are usually a combination of knotted pile, weft 
wrapping, and weft faced techniques. The colors of their flatweaves 
are dark, usually black, dark blue and red. This particular rug is 
however woven in the Soumak technique where the weft is wrapped 
around the wrap in a variety of complex combinations, which gives 
the weaver the ability to draw free-flowing designs with interesting 
textures and directions in the weave. This technique produces a 
slight herringbone effect on the face of the rug. The easiest way to 
recognize Soumak weaving is to turn the rug over and note the 
unclipped strands of weft (mostly, but not always) hanging from 
the back. The use of this technique can be traced back to 2000 B.C.

http://handloom.fibre2fashion.com/product-promotion/afghan-mashwani/

http://musicfortheeyes.com/products/carpets/afghan-carpets/
http://handloom.fibre2fashion.com/product-promotion/afghan-mashwani/
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Introduction
Mushwani (Nakhunak) is a kilim and carpet mix with Sumac 

(embroidery), three techniques in one, produced by the Mushwani is 
a name of tribe (Qala-i-now) in Herat, in southwestern Afghanistan. 
A master weave, it is also known as the Barjista kilim. Designs 
are always geometric and most of the pieces come in square and 
rectangular sizes, as well as runners. It is made with fine Beljic wool, 
which has a velvety feel. Mushwani carpets are famous these days 
because of its uniqueness, and it is done by very skillful women of 
Afghanistan.
Specialty of the Art

It is well-known over the world for its unique color combina-
tions, techniques for the tying and knotting of the carpets, superior 
quality and the sizes are very unique. These carpets are the pieces of 
finest quality. While some are newly made, others were produced 
in the so called happy times of Afghanistan, before the Soviet inva-
sion of 1979. Mushwani.
Features

Carpets and Rugs are durable, color fast, fine, shining and 
famous at home and abroad and for their resilience, softness, exqui-
site workmanship and novel designs. On every stage of production 
from plot, dye, weave, shearing to washing, clipping and finishing, 
there is a keen observation on the activity to ensure the highest 
quality of product.

Anyhow, when I learned to include “Mashwani” in my searches, 
it was clear as pie that our carpets were not Turkish. I found pictures 
of ones just like ours, and even sent a picture of ours to a dealer who 
assured me ours were “Musvani, mushwani, mashwani,” whatever. 
Except that ours were low quality, loosely woven examples, and that 
his were better. So be it.

Our carpets had tags on them from the “Saleh” company. I 
cannot find anything about a carpet dealer or manufacturer by 
that name. In hindsight, it’s pretty obvious our shop had these old 
left-overs from buying out somebody sometime, or picking up dis-
counted stuff in odd lots, or something. When we said we wanted 
a Turkish carpet, a local craft, our salesman saw an opportunity to 
unload some less-than-high-quality-goods on some unsuspecting 
suckers who would never be back, and would probably just take his 
word for the origin anyhow.

We were taken for a ride by a slick salesman, we enjoyed every 
minute of it; we love our new carpets and the story that came with 
them.
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The Oldest Stones

Going all the way to the middle of Turkey to look at a ragged, 
messy archaeological site such as Göbekli Tepe probably seems pretty 
quixotic to most of our friends and relations. Now that, after years 
of discussing it, putting it off, meeting people who had a connec-
tion to it, we’d been there ourselves, it was more than quixotic: it 
was obsessed! And a lot of fun.

Göbekli Tepe has gone a fair way to knocking most of what we 
think about human cultural development into a cocked hat. And made 
Loie and I feel a lot better about the ideas we had been having when 
we began driving the Stone Age.

It had struck us in Scotland that the differences between the 
types of stone circles there must imply local cultures, with their 
own ideas about…something. Of course if we stop to really think 
it through, people have gone through a million-year history of 
“cultural development” of some kind: chipping stone; building fires; 
cooking food; making hunting weapons, weaving bags, painting on 
walls, sculpting; pushing rocks, planting crops, herding animals…
etc. etc. That’s all high school history.

The difference I had begun seeing—as far back as 2005, when 
after our trip to Sardinia I wrote, “It looked to me more like con-
tinuity than revolution”—was that all of this was all of a piece. It 
slides perfectly nicely from one “culture” to the next. The abstract 
signs—handprints, dots, lines, grids, tectiform symbols,—in the 
painted caves were a kind of writing, weren’t they? Ideogrammatic 
of course, but still, people were writing in the Stone Age. Just like 
they were writing in Egyptian heiroglyphics millennia later.

Our friends Dana and Mike were sending us emails with links 
to news articles about how some new project was finding yet earlier 
evidence for everything: use of fire, painting, bows and arrows. It 

was obvious our lingering-Victorian-style historical knowledge 
was biased by woefully incomplete evidence and some kind of 
cultural wish to make ourselves way more intellectually advanced 
than we’re turning out to be.

Göbekli Tepe and the Balikli Gol Snowman were perfect exam-
ples of how Everything You Know Is Wrong.

Credit Where Due
I should say, and probably should have long before this, that Loie 
and I have had a running discussion—she calls it an argument—
that began before we were driving the Stone Age.

I was dazzled many years ago by Joseph Campbell’s books on 
mythology. His discussions of Innate Releasing Mechanisms, 
Super-normal Sign Stimuli, the expression of these supposedly 
inherent traits in local, conditioned cultures—these to me were a 
revelation and a comfort. Human culture could have sense made of 
it, at least to some degree.

And so I argued—ahem—for the lack of instinct as an over-riding 
factor in human behavior. Humans have to learn how to behave. 
Sure, we may have drives and desires, they may even be for things 
outside the usual range of other animals’ wants. But we never act on 
those desires without our learning brains first receiving a thorough 
conditioning in our local, randomly inherited culture.

Loie was having none of it. “People are all the same,” she would 
say. “The little bits of difference aren’t important.” It was turning 
out that she had been right all along. As I should have known. Or, 
almost right. More correct than I had been, of course.

But looking back on my rather sophomoric understanding of 
Professor Campbell’s work—after all, I was a sophomore when 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/G%25C3%25B6bekli_Tepe
http://www.smithsonianmag.com/history-archaeology/gobekli-tepe.html
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Joseph_Campbell
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I read it—it’s apparent he was himself dazzled by the beauty and 
complexity of human art. And it wasn’t art that was bugging me. It 
was the wires. 

Sliding Whence to Where?
So if it’s been a slide from one thing to the next, and if Professor 
Campbell thinks more about the art, myth, poetry; the costumes 
and rituals that supposedly guide our deepest reactions to life, 
are the wires just a little epiphenomenon that, as Loie says, “don’t 
matter?”

I began this essay railing about the prevalence of the wires over 
art. And by now, seeing all these Places, these built Things, the 
creation of which was admittedly and of course driven by impulses 
to express ideas in works of the arts, it seemed to me that we, all of 
us at least in what we think of as the developed world, were sliding 
from one particular kind of thing to the next. Loie’s desire to see 
people as all the same wasn’t wrong, but it did miss one point.

It’s all well and good for Professor Campbell to admonish us 
to “Follow your bliss.” Over millenia that’s worked to create a 
magnificent panoply of accomplishments. But if our bliss is con-
ditioned, to some degree, by our circumstances, who really is in 
charge? Perhaps not us as individuals, not entirely and maybe not 
even at all. Is it really our bliss?

I was coming to believe that what was in charge was the wires.
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